PROGRAMME OF STUDY
2018/2019
KS3 YEARS 7, 8 & 9 FRENCH 2021/22

YEAR
YEAR 7

TERM 1 (Autumn)
C’EST PARTI: (greetings, alphabet, days of the
week, numbers 1-31, months of the year,
classroom objects, colours)
FAMILLE ET COPAINS: (family, pets, physical
descriptions, personality)

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

TERM 2 (Spring)

TERM 3 (Summer)

CHEZ MOI: (where I live, types of accommodation,
rooms in the house, what I do at home, time)

MA JOURNE: (daily routine, time phrases, school
subjects)

ON VA EN VILLE: (places in town, directions,
inviting people, responding to invitations,
ordering drinks and snacks)

ON S’AMUSE: (sports & games), musical
instruments, leisure centre activities, holiday
activities)

T’ES BRANCHE?: (television programmes, films, MON IDENTITE: (personality, relationships, music,
reading, internet, what I did yesterday evening, clothes, my passion)
time expressions)
CHEZ MOI, CHEZ TOI: (where I live, my home,
PARIS, JE T’ADORE!: (what I did in Paris and
meals, buying food, an event)
when, where I went and how, tourist
attraction information)

QUEL TALENT?: (talking about talent and
ambition, encouraging or persuading someone,
rehearsing for a contest)

MA VIE SOCIALE D’ADO: (describing yourself,
talking about facebook, inviting someone out,
describing a date, describing a music event)

A L’HORIZON: (discussing your future, learning
languages, talking about your job & what it
involves, talking about your ambitions)

MOI DANS LE MONDE: (discussing what you are
allowed to do, explaining what is important to
you, talking about things you buy, describing
what makes you happy)

BIEN DANS SA PEAU: (learning the parts of the
body, learning about sport & healthy eating,
keeping fit & describing levels of fitness)

SPECIAL VACANCES: (discussing holidays,
imagining adventure holidays, talking about what
to take on holiday, describing holiday disasters,
visiting a tourist attraction)

DECOUVERTE: (world geography and french
speaking countries, the french revolution, a
presentation on the topic of my choice)

